
Cameraman Sheet

First Glance



Name Live

Gender Androgyne (masculin)

Age 13 years old

Height / Build 1m 50 (taller one)

Race/ethnicity Kanopian (alien)

Inspiration

Real Life or Fictional Inspiration Dipper

Behaviors

Appearance (click to expand...)

Caring to be taken seriously, he and carries a lot of them. However, when he’s distracted or absorbed by takes good care of his tools 
an exciting event, he .reveals himself to be clumsy

Personality (click to expand...)

Concerned about his future and his image as an explorer,  that aren’t for him. Feeling he often takes on some responsibilities
entrusted with a mission, he takes  what he does, by taking his favorite .  about VERY seriously  TV show hero as a model Enthusiast
being a real explorer, he  when he experiences moments of epic adventures such as discovering ruins, quickly gets carried away
solving riddles, or avoiding traps.

Introverted or Extroverted Extroverted

Traits

Governing Conflicting Secondary

Observant Clumsy Talkative

Passionate Distracted Stable

Dreamer

Rigorous

Character’s Deep

Moments that marked them and their personality (click to expand...)

Parents disappearance: It is perhaps a chance to prove to them that he can find them back as a real explorer

What they wish the most (click to expand...)

Go on an adventure with his parents

Breaking Point

Strongest Dream



What they fear the most (click to expand...)

Never become an explorer

Curriculum Vitae

Education He knows a lot about explorers

Current Job/Career Student

Love Life Treasure hunt is his only love

Family Dad, mum, and her little sister

Behavior toward strangers He loves to talk about explorers or to explorers or do both

Favorite Food Junk food

Favorite Drink Stimulating drinks

Favorite Clothing Explorer’s clothes

Background/History, defining moments/experiences that have shaped who hey are, current status (click to expand...)

Raised in their parents' exploration stories, he’s fascinated by anything related to an explorer’s life. From books to Kanopian Vison 
shows, he admires them. In his opinion, being an explorer is having an incredible life.

At the birth of her sister, his parents entrust her happiness to his hands. Amazed by this responsibility, he shares his life with her. He 
conveys his admiration for explorers to her and teaches her how to be a great explorer.

As time flies, her sister becomes stronger as he becomes more and more confident about the possibility to become an explorer at his 
sister’s side.

Evolution

How they evolve through the story (click to expand...)

He acts like an experienced explorer and enjoys the adventure for how it’s making him feel.

From confidence to frustration, his aptitude to follow the treasure hunt is shaken as more unknown elements influence their adventure.

Until they both find their parents' camera broken and lose the treasure hunt. At this precise moment, he understands the true nature of 
an explorer isn’t to capture but to live adventures. With the help of her sister, he starts to become an explorer and stops acting like one.

Relationships with other characters

Character’s name Relationship’s nature

PACK He loves to take care of her. But when it comes to explore he 
knows that without her, he would be limited. He has a total 
confidence in her abilities and makes himself useful by finding 
clues, solutions and what to do next.

MUM

DAD

Strongest Fear
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